First and foremost, thank you for your interest and passion for The Good Women Project. Your time, your story, and your heart is of so
much value to us.
This document is for you to keep, and exists to outline the expectations and conditions of contributing to GWP in order to have a
consistent standard. We seek to publish quality material at all times, therefore retain rights allowing us to best do so.
As senior editor, Lauren Dubinsky retains the right to edit submissions in a reasonable manner in order to best adhere to
GWP’s mission statement and to communicate concise, relevant content.
Do to the nature of GWP, we allow the option of publishing as Anonymous. GWP promises to refrain from publishing your
identity at your request. If you do not request Anonymity, GWP reserves the right to publish your name and any public
information available to GWP, including but not limited to your blog, Twitter, or website. Personal (unpublic) information
such as email address and phone numbers will not be published, including any contact information you request to remain
unpublished.
By submitting to GWP, you give full consent to publish your submission digitally and in print. By publishing your story, GWP
obtains first-time publication rights. You do retain all rights to distribute your submission to Self and others. We do accept
submissions previously published elsewhere.
At any time, you may request to have any previous submissions which you authored withdrawn by emailing us at
goodwomenproject@gmail.com with the words "request to withdraw" in the subject line. Your request will be processed
within 48 hours, and the submission in question will be removed.
Thank you,
Lauren Dubinsky
Founder and Editor
lauren@goodwomenproject.com
@goodwomenproj | @laurendubinsky
th

All content published and/or submitted to Good Women Project prior to May 15 , 2012 does not fall under this revised Submission
Agreement but under the prior original Submission Agreement.

